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Dear Professor Skerritt
Please find attached a paper on vaccines and mandates.
Related papers have been sent to the Chair and CEO of the NICE Guideline apparatus in the
UK, regulators in Europe, Britain, Canada, and the US, as well as Ministers of Health in all the
Western European Archipelago countries and Medical Associations, to draw their attention to
the issues of clinical trial data sequestration, such that regulators like the TGA do not get to see
the data, and the ghostwriting of clinical trial papers which can mean that trials the company has
told TGA and other regulators are negative may be written up in prestigious medical journals as
indicating the treatment works and is safe – without any regulator taking issue with this. None
of the above have disputed these points, making them passive partners to a misrepresentation.
The TGA appear to be comparably party to a misrepresentation. While it is not your job to
police the medical literature or get pharmaceutical companies to adhere to the norms of
science, and TGA haven’t instituted mandates or sacked doctors, the public, and the doctors
treating them when injured by treatments, and politicians take a lead from TGA.
You have a defense in that they are all mistaken to take this lead. The attached paper might
make this clear for Australians who are at present not getting good medical care and doctors
who are failing to stand by their patients because of the misrepresentation outlined here to
which TGA appears a passive party. A genuine response that engaged with the issues in the
attached paper would be welcome. In the extraordinary situation we now have, where even
senior Australian medical colleagues feel too threatened to add their names to this letter, which
doesn’t dispute the risks of the virus or possible benefit of vaccines, you will have to judge how
a stock response will be viewed.
Yours sincerely

Professor David Healy MD FRCPsych
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